
1A note on quadrati ongruenes.Pavel Guerzhoy 1Universit�at Mannheim,Fakult�at f�ur Mathematik und Informatik,Seminargeb�aude A5,D-68131 Mannheim 1, Germany.e-mail : pasha�euklid.math.uni-mannheim.deThe notion of quadrati ongruenes was introdued reently in [1℄. In the present note we revise the original de�nitionand present an explanation of the the phenomena.The Fourier oeÆients of half-integral weight modular forms is a very interesting objetto study. Even in the simplest ase of Eisenstein series these numbers bare non-trivial in-formation. Identities and ongruenes for them an mirror various phenomena. The notionof quadrati ongruenes was introdued in reently appeared paper [1℄. Several exampleswere presented in lo. it. . In the present note we revise the original de�nition andexplain the phenomena. We prove the existene of in�nite families of modular forms ofhalf-integral weight whih satisfy the ongruenes. In partiular, for a usp Heke eigen-form of half-integral weight in Kohnen's \+"-spae we indiate a �nite list of primes. Thequadrati ongruenes might appear modulo these primes. After that, the ongruenes ouldbe heked by mahine omputation.Let ' = Pn�0 (n)qn be a modular form on �0(4) of half-integral weight k + 1=2. Weassume ' to be a Heke eigenform in the Kohnen's subspae M+k+1=2 [7℄. This means that(n) = 0 unless (�1)kn � 0 or 1 mod 4, and for a fundamental disriminant D (i.e. 1 or adisriminant of quadrati �eld) with (�1)kD > 0,(n2jDj) = (jDj)Xdjn �(d)�D(d)dk�1a(n=d): (1)Here a(n) are the Heke eigenvalues (i.e. the Fourier oeÆients of the orresponding nor-malized usp form of even weight), � is the M�obius funtion, �D is the quadrati haraterassoiated with Q (pD). We an and will assume the Fourier oeÆients (n) to be algebrainumbers.Let p be a prime number, Q p the �eld of p-adi numbers. Fix one and for all anembedding � : Q ,! C p of the �eld of algebrai numbers into the Tate �eld (the ompletionof an algebrai losure Q p). We will taitly identify algebrai numbers with their imagesunder �. We denote by vp(�) the p-adi ordinal.De�nition.Let p be an odd prime. Let  be 1 or �1. For a positive integer d denote by �d the quadratiDirihlet harater assoiated with Q (p�d).a. We say that ' satis�es type a quadrati ongruenes modulo p if k � 1 mod (p�1)pr�11Supported by Minerva fellowship



A note on quadrati ongruenes 2for an integer r � 1, and �d(p) =  yields vp((d)) � 1:b. We say that ' satis�es type b quadrati ongruenes modulo p if k � 1 mod (p �1)pr�1=2 for an integer r � 1, k 6� 1 mod p� 1, and�d(p) =  yields vp((pd)) � 1:Remarks.Our de�nition is slightly di�erent from the original one given in [1℄. However, it oversthe examples presented in lo. it. .Notie that (1) allows to hek the ongruenes only when �d in ase a (or, respetively,(�1)kpd in ase b) is a fundamental disriminant.Let Hk = PH(k;N)qN be the Cohen - Eisenstein series [3℄. This is the unique Eisensteinseries in M+k+1=2. The following assertion might also be onsidered as motivating for ourde�nition.Proposition 1 The Cohen - Eisenstein series Hk satisfy the quadrati ongruenes (of botha and b types) modulo p as soon as k � 1 mod (p� 1)=2.One an �nd several spei� examples of this phenomena in [1℄.The proof uses just the de�nition of Cohen numbers H(k;N) [3℄, and standard inter-pretation of the Kubota - Leopoldt p-adi zeta-funtion [11℄, setion 3.3. We omit thisproof.From now on we assume that ' is a usp form. Note that the (standard) boundeddenominators argument allows to normalize ' so that its Fourier oeÆients are p-integral.We assume this normalization. Let us state the main result of the note.Theorem. Let ' be as above.Assume that the spae S2(�0(p)) of usp forms of weight 2 on �0(p) is not empty, andthere are no modulo p ongruenes between normalized (i.e. a(1) = 1) eigenforms in thisspae.Assume that the Heke eigenvalue a(p) is a p-adi unit.Then ' satis�es quadrati ongruenes modulo p (of both a and b types) as soon ask � 1 mod (p� 1)pr�1=2 and r is suÆiently large.Proof. Sine we have supposed that S2(�0(p)) is not empty, we an restrit ourselves withp � 11. Fix the topologial generator u = 1 + p of � = 1 + Zp. Let K be a �niteextension of Q p , and OK its p-adi integer ring. Put � = OK [[X℄℄. We refer to [5℄, Chap-ter 7, for the basi fats and detailed explanations onerning �-adi forms. Denote byf = Pn�1 a(n)qn 2 S2k(SL2(Z)) the normalized Heke eigenform onneted with ' viathe Shimura orrespondene [8℄. Let � and � be the roots of its p-th Heke polynomial:� + � = a(p), �� = p2k�1 and vp(�) = 0. We laim that there exists a p-ordinary �-adi normalized usp eigenform F (X) = Pn�1An(X)qn 2 OK [[X℄℄[[q℄℄ with the followingspeializations: F (u2k � 1) = f � = f(z)� �f(pz);



A note on quadrati ongruenes 3F (u2 � 1) = �:Here � = Pn�1 a2(n)qn is a normalized eigenform in S2(�0(p)).Indeed, take suÆiently large �nite �eld F of harateristi p, and write O for the ring ofWitt vetors with oeÆients in F. Let h2 = h2(�0(p); id;O) be the Heke algebra de�ned asin [5℄, Setion 5.3. Here id stands for the trivial harater. Sine we assumed that there areno modulo p ongruenes between eigenforms in S2(�0(p)), we have h2 �= O � O � � � � � Oas O-algebras. Let h be the universal p-ordinary Heke algebra ([5℄, Setion 7.3) speializingto h2, that is, h=(X � u2 + 1) �= h2. Then by Hensel's lemma ([2℄, 3.4.6) eah idempotentof h2 an be lifted to h, and hene h �= �� �� � � � � � as �-algebras. This deompositionis ompatible with the one at weight 2. The author indebted to Professor H. Hida for theargument above. This lari�es a remark in [5℄, p. 221. It follows now from [5℄, Theorem7.3.6 (and its proof) that the spae of usp ordinary forms Sord(id; �) has basis onsistingof normalized eigenforms. Our laim follows now from ([5℄, Theorem 7.3.3) sine both f �and � are (omplex-analyti) normalized eigenforms (these are p-stabilized newforms in theterminology of [4℄). It also follows from [5℄, Theorem 7.3.3, that the speialization of Fat any arithmeti point P is a normalized p-ordinary eigenform fP . In other words, Fgives rise to a p-adi analyti family of usp forms. Here P = (2k; ") is a pair of an eveninteger and a harater " : � ! OK . Let � be a Dirihlet harater. The twisted L-seriesof a (omplex-analyti) normalized usp form  = Pn�1 b(n)qn is de�ned by the analytiontinuation of L( ; �; s) = Pn�1 �(n)b(n)n�s. Its speial values are known to beomealgebrai after dividing by a ommon transendental fator. The theorem on two-variablep-adi interpolation of these numbers in the setting appropriate for our purposes is provenin [6℄. We quote the result.Proposition 2 [6℄, Theorem 1.Let � be a positive integer prime to p, and let Z� be the projetive limit of (Z=pm�Z)�.Let F be a p-adi analyti family of normalized usp eigenforms.There exists a OK-valued measure � on Z� � � suh that for eah primitive Dirihletharater � of ondutor �pm with m � 0, an arithmeti point P = (2k; ") with k � 1 and0 � � � 2k � 2,ZZ��� ��1(z)z�"(w)w2kd�(z; w) =Ap(P )�m(��)�p�m(1� Ap(P )�1��1(p)p�)E�P G(��1)�!L(fP ; �; � + 1)(2�i)�
�fP (2)Here 
�fP 2 C � is determined up to p-adi unit. E�P 2 OKnf0g is the error term of the p-adiinterpolation. The funtion P ! vp(E�P ) is loally onstant and of �nite range. The sign\�" agrees with that of �(�1)(�1)�. G(��1) denotes the Gauss sum of ��1.Put � = k � 1 in (2). Then the entral ritial values of L-funtion appear in theright. These are intimately onneted with Fourier oeÆients of modular forms of half-integral weight [8℄. Namely, if ' and f as above are related to eah other via the Shimura



A note on quadrati ongruenes 4orrespondene, one has(jDj)2 = < '; ' >< f; f > (k � 1)!�k jDjk�1=2L(f; �D; k);where �D is the quadrati harater assoiated with Q (pD), and D is the disriminant ofthis quadrati �eld, (�1)kD > 0. Rewrite the above formula as(jDj)2 = �(f)�1 (k � 1)!�k jDjk�1=2L(f; �D; k);and assume the normalization onstant �(f) to be suh that infD vp((jDj)) = 0.For the positive integer d we put � = �d if k � 1 mod (p � 1)pr�1 (ase a). If k �1 mod (p � 1)pr�1=2 and k 6� 1 mod p � 1 (ase b), we denote by � the quadrati Dirihletharater assoiated with Q (q(�1)kdp). Let � be the absolute value of the disriminant ofQ (p�d). Sine �d � (�1)kdp, the harater � is de�ned modulo �p orretly. Put � = 1 if2jk and � = i if 2 6 jk. This is the sign of the Gauss sum G(�). The numberR(k) = (�2i)1�k�E�P �(f)
�fPis algebrai and depends only on our �-adi form F and arithmeti point P = (2k; id). Letus evaluate the integral (2) at this point:ZZ��� �(z)zk�1w2kd�(z; w) = ��1(1� �(p)�p�k)(1� ��1�(p)pk�1)R(k)(dpm)2Here m = 0 in ase a, and m = 1 in ase b.Consider now the point P = (2; id), and putZZ��� �d(z)w2d�(z; w) = L(d):The numbers L(d) belong to OK . Put v = infd vp(L(d)) � 0. Notie that  = a2(p) is 1 or�1 ([10℄, Theorem 4.6.17 (2)). If �d(p) = , then the fator 1� Ap(P )�1�d(p)�1p� vanishesin the right-hand side of [6℄. In fat, L(fP ; �d; 1) also vanishes at the same time beause ofthe sign of the funtional equation [9℄. It follows that �d(p) =  yields L(d) = 0, and not allof these numbers are zero. In partiular, v <1.One has vp �ZZ��� �(z)zk�1w2k�1d�(z; w)� ZZ��� �d(z)w2d�(z; w)� � ras soon as vp ��(z)zk�1w2k�1 � �d(z)w2� � r for all z; w 2 Z� � �: (3)This fat (abstrat Kummer ongruenes) is disussed in [11℄, Chapter 1, in details.



A note on quadrati ongruenes 5Our setting yields (3). This is evident in ase a. In ase b, both �(�) and \�(�)�k�1 mod pr"are nontrivial (sine odd) quadrati haraters of the yli group Z=�prZ. It follows thatthey are equal. This yields (3) in ase b.Therefore we havevp ���1(1� �(p)�p�k)(1� ��1�(p)pk�1)R(k)(dpm)2 � L(d)� � r:This inequality yields the onlusion of the theorem as soon as r � v, beause R(k) doesnot depend on d.Remarks.1. One might also try to indiate the degree of ongruenes. For this purpose oneintrodues a number t � 1, and exhange the ondition vp((d)) � 1 in ase a (vp((pd)) � 1in ase b) in the de�nition by vp((d)) � t (resp. vp((pd)) � t). These will be the quadrationgruenes of degree t. In our notations, one an take t = r in the ase of Cohen-Eisensteinseries, and t = [(r � v)=2℄ in the ase of usp forms. The argument stays the same.2. The absene of modulo p ongruenes, assumed in the theorem, is not the neessaryondition. It is the existene of the two-variable p-adi L-funtion, whih is ruial for ourargument. More preisely, onsider the universal ordinary Heke algebra R [4℄. This is a�-algebra, and, in general, R is larger then �. A newform orresponds to a �Q p -valued ho-momorphism of R. The loal onsideration (see 2.7 of [4℄) yields that the arithmeti pointsP in a neighborhood of (2; id) parametrize an analyti family of the �Q p -valued homomor-phisms of R. Theorem 5.15 a of [4℄ provides us after that with a p-adi L-funtion in twovariables. It seems plausible that the twisting with a quadrati Dirihlet harater will notharm the onstrution. One an make use of this L-funtion instead of those of proposition2. Starting with this point our argument an be ontinued without hanges. However, itseems that some additional ondition should be involved anyway. The urrent author annot reformulate this in the language whih �ts into our onsideration. Another possibility isto make use of the onstrution of a �-adi Shintani lifting [12℄.2. One an also impose an auxiliary ondutor (i.e. onsider the �-adi forms of levelNp1 instead of p1 onsidered). This will over the modulo 7 ongruenes found in [1℄. Theargument should be essentially the same.3. This is highly probable that our R(k) is almost always a p-adi unit. This numberappears beause there is no natural normalization for modular forms of half-integral weight.We onsider R(k) as a \random part" of the phenomena.Note, that due to this part, we have not proven any singular ongruene. We haveproven the existene of in�nite families of ongruenes instead. Our result predits theouples (weight, prime number) when the quadrati ongruenes might appear. Ating, forinstane, along the same lines as in [1℄, one an hek the following examples with mahineomputation. In all these examples dimS2k = 1.k = 11 p = 11 type ak = 9 p = 17 type bk = 6 p = 11 type b, presented in [1℄
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